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Gravity on a brane in infinite-volume extra space
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We generalize the mechanism proposed in a previous paper and show that a four-dimensional relativistic
tensor theory of gravitation can be obtained on a delta-function brane in flat infinite-volume extra space. In
particular, we demonstrate that the induced Ricci scalar gives rise to Einstein’s gravity on a delta-function type
brane if the number of space-time dimensions is bigger than five. The bulk space exhibits the phenomenon of
infrared transparency. That is to say, the bulk can be probed by gravitons with vanishing four-dimensional
momentum square, while it is unaccessible to higher modes. This provides an attractive framework for solving
the cosmological constant problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The size of compact extra dimensions could be as big
millimeter if there is a brane in extra space on which st
dard model particles are localized@1#. Gravity, in this frame-
work, spreads into the large compact extra dimensions,
that is why it is weak compared to other interactions.

Yet another possibility is to maintain a brane-world h
pothesis without actually compactifying extra space,
rather giving it some nonzero curvature@2#. As a result, the
invariant volume of the extra space is still finite and is d
termined by the bulk cosmological constant@2#.

The aim of the present work is to look for models
which the extra dimensions are uncompactified and, mo
over, they are flat at infinity. In this case, the invariant v
ume of extra space is truly infinite. The matter and gau
fields can be localized on such a brane using the fie
theoretic mechanisms of Refs.@3,4# and @5# respectively, or
the string theory mechanism for localization of matter a
gauge fields on a D-brane@6#. The immediate challenge
however, is to obtain four-dimensional gravity on the bra
world volume where the standard model particles live.

In Ref. @7# the mechanism was proposed by which fou
dimensional gravity can be obtained on a brane
5-dimensional flat space-time. The mechanism is based
the observation that the localized matter fields on a br
~which couple to bulk gravitons! can generate the localize
four-dimensional world volume kinetic term for graviton
That is to say, four-dimensional gravity is ‘‘pulled over’’~or
induced! from the bulk gravity to the brane world volume b
the matter fields confined to a brane.

It was shown in Ref.@7# that the four-dimensional New
ton law is recovered on a brane. On the other hand,
relativistic effects of this theory differ from those of Ein
stein’s gravity. In fact, the induced gravity on a brane
5-dimensional Minkowski space is tensor-scalar gravity@7#.

In this work we would like to pursue a more general str
egy and study the mechanism of Ref.@7# on a brane in space
time with the number of dimensions bigger than five. T
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main motivation to go beyond 5-dimensions comes from
well known fact that in 5-dimensional space there is nostatic
(non-inflating) and stationary domain wall solution with a
nonzero positive tension@8–10# which could be embedded in
a flat and infinite transverse space. In contrast, in dimens
bigger than five, such nonzero tension solutions with a n
inflating world volume can be found.

In the present work we will show that using the mech
nism of Ref.@7# one can obtain the four-dimensional laws
Einstein’s gravity on a delta-function typebrane world-
volume if D.5. This difference between five-dimension
andD.5-dimensional theories can be traced back to the
that in the former case the transverse to the brane spa
one-dimensional and the transverse Green’s functions ar
nite at the origin, while in the latter case these functio
diverge at zero.

The physical picture which we obtain can be summariz
as follows. There is a flat non-zero tension 3-brane emb
ded in D.5 space-time which is also flat at infinity. Thu
the invariant volume of the extra space is infinite. The loc
ized matter on the brane couples to the bulk gravity. A
result of this coupling the four-dimensional kinetic term f
gravitons is generated via quantum loops on the world v
ume. These ‘‘four-dimensional’’ gravitons are nothing b
part of bulk gravitons. Furthermore, the induced fou
dimensional kinetic term gives rise to four-dimensional la
of gravity on a brane world volume.

As a next step we would like to address a more pragm
question: The infinite-volume theories—what are they go
for? Certainly they have an independent academic inter
Furthermore, they could lead to the modification of the la
of gravity at ultra-large distances@11–15#. Most importantly,
as it was pointed out in Refs.@14,15#, these theories give a
new, yet unexplored way of thinking about the cosmologi
constant problem. This will be discussed in details in S
VI. Here, we just briefly reiterate the arguments of@14,15#.
One could start with a supersymmetric theory in hig
dimensions, let us say with superstring theory, M-theory
some of the low-energy supergravity truncations. If the bra
on which we live is a non-Bogomol’nyi-Prasad-Sommerfie
~BPS! brane, then it can be used to break all the supers
mtries on the world volume theory@16# ~stability of such a
brane can in principle be warranted by topological reaso
-
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GIA DVALI AND GREGORY GABADADZE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 065007
or equivalently by giving some conserved charges to
brane!. Thus, classically the brane world volume is not s
persymmetric, while the bulk is supersymmetric. The qu
tion is whether the bulk supersymmetry could be preser
in the full quantum theory. The answer is positive and
key point here is that the bulk has an infinite volume. B
cause of this, transmission of supersymmetry~SUSY! break-
ing from the brane world volume to the bulk vanishes
inverse volume. Thus, one has SUSY in the whole hi
dimensional theory without Fermi-Bose degeneracy in
theory.1 Furthermore, imposing the condition that the bu
preserves theR symmetry along with local SUSY, we obtai
that the bulk cosmological constant is zero to all orders
full quantum theory. How about the 4D cosmological co
stant which we should supposedly be observing? There
two parts to the answer to this question. The first one is
the 4D cosmological constant which is produced by
brane world volume theory can be re-absorbed by resca
of the brane tension. Such a brane, inD.5 will or will not
inflate~in D55 it inflates with necessity@8–10#!. The reason
why it might not inflate in the present case is that the b
supersymmetry and the induced term might not allow it to
so. Seemingly alternative, but in fact an equivalent way
thinking about this is as follows: At extremely low energie
the theory at hand is not four-dimensional. Rather it
higher-dimensional due to the presence of the infin
volume bulk ~in this sense the physics is inverted upsi
down compared to the theories with compact of warped e
dimensions, where at lower energies the theory beco
more and more four-dimensional!. Therefore, what one
‘‘sees’’ at extremely low energies, is not the 4D cosmolo
cal constant but rather the higher-dimensional cosmolog
constant which is zero due to bulk SUSY andR symmetry.
We will discuss these issues in details in Sec. VI.

II. GRAVITY ON A BRANE IN EXTRA MINKOWSKI
SPACE

Let us suppose that the bulk action has the following g
eral form:

Sbulk 5E d41NXAuGuL~GAB ,RABCD ,F!, ~1!

where the capital Latin indices run ove
D5(41N)-dimensional space-time.GAB denotes the metric
of D-dimensional space-time,RABCD is the D-dimensional
Riemann tensor, andF collectively denotes all other bulk
fields. Suppose that there is a 3-brane embedded in
space. The surface term which is necessary for the cor
variational procedure for the action will be implied in th
bulk action in all the discussions below. We simplify furth
our presentation by considering the whole picture in the
fective field theory framework. Our goal will be to find th

1This is close in spirit to the (211)-dimensional example of@17#
and (311)-dimensional example of@18#, although the mechanism
and the properties are very different.
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properties of the system which are independent of these
plifications. Let us suppose that the 3-brane is localized
the extra space so that it asymptotes to a flat space at infi
We split the coordinates in D-dimensions as follows:

XA5~xm,ym!, ~2!

where Greek indices run over four-dimensional brane wo
volume,m50,1,2,3, and small Latin indices over the spa
transverse to a brane,m,n,i , j 54,5, . . . ,41N.

The Dirac-Nambu-Goto action for a brane takes the fo

S3-brane52TE d4xAudetḡu, ~3!

where T stands for the brane tension andḡmn

5]mXA]nXBGAB denotes the induced metric on a brane.
the most part of this work, unless stated otherwise, we tre
brane as adelta-function typesingular source which is lo-
cated at a pointym50 in the extra space. Moreover, for th
moment we neglect its fluctuations. Therefore, the indu
metric can be written as follows:

ḡmn~x!5Gmn~x,yn50!. ~4!

In general, there could be localized matter fields on the br
world volume. These can be taken into account by writi
the following action for the brane:

S̃3-brane
matter 5S3-brane1E d4xAudetḡuL̃~f!, ~5!

where f denotes collectively all the localized fields fo
which the four-dimensional Lagrangian density isL̃.

Note that in the classical theory, which we are discuss
so far, the 4D Ricci scalar on the brane world volume is n
present. Thus, the localized particles separated at a distar
on a brane interact via the (41N)-dimensional gravitationa
force-law, that isF;1/r 21N. This holds as long as the clas
sical theory is concerned. However, in full quantum theo
the 4D Ricci scalar will be generated~along with other
terms! on a brane world volume. This is due to quantu
loops of the matter fields which arelocalized on a brane
world volume @7# ~see also Appendix A!. As a result, the
following world volume terms should be included into th
consideration in the full quantum theory:

Sind5M̄2E d4xAudetḡu@L̄1R̄~x!1O~R̄2!#, ~6!

whereM̄ is some parameter which depends on details of
world volume model@7# ~see also Appendix A!. For phe-
nomenological reasonsM̄ should be of the order of the 4D
Planck scale:

M̄;MPl.1019GeV. ~7!

In Sec. V we will discuss how this big scale could be ge
erated.
7-2
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GRAVITY ON A BRANE IN INFINITE-VOLUME EXTRA SPACE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 065007
After the brane is included in the theory translation inva
ance in the directions transverse to the brane is broken
the other hand, four-dimensional reparametrization inv
ance ~‘‘gauge invariance’’! along the brane world-volume
coordinates is preserved in the theory. This invariance
quires that the induced terms in Eq.~6! preserve this 4D
gauge symmetry. Possible operators with derivatives w
respect to the transverse coordinates are not induced on
world volume of a delta-function type brane since the loc
ized particles on a brane have zero transverse momenta.
can also be seen by explicit calculations of loop diagram
gauge invariant regularization schemes.

L̄ in Eq. ~6! is an induced four-dimensional cosmologic
constant. The role of this term is that it renormalizes
brane tension. Furthermore,R̄(x) is the four-dimensiona
Ricci scalar which is constructed out of the induced me
ḡmn(x) defined in Eq.~4!.

All terms in Eq.~6! are consistent with the symmetries
the theory in which conformal invariance and SUSY are b
ken in the brane world volume. Any realistic brane-wor
model should possess these properties.2 Moreover, the terms
in Eq. ~6! are relevant operators of the four-dimension
world volume theory which will be induced on the bran
even if they were not present at the first place@7#. Since
these terms are unavoidable in any realistic brane world
nario, we should study the physical consequences of ter

The total brane world volume action takes the form

SW52T8E d4xAuḡu1M̄2E d4xAuḡu@R̄~x!1O~R̄2!

1•••#, ~8!

whereḡ[detḡ, andT8[T2L̄M̄2 is the renormalized bran
tension which absorbs the induced four-dimensional cos
logical constant. Dots in this expression stand for other p
sible world volume matter fields and interactions which
will omit below for simplicity. The field theory on a bran
world volume is an effective field theory with a cutoff.3 In
the effective field theory framework the higher derivati
terms appearing in Eq.~8! are suppressed by higher powe
of M̄ and can be neglected in the leading approximation

III. FOUR-DIMENSIONAL GRAVITY ON A BRANE

In this section we study the laws of gravity on a bra
with the world volume action given by Eq.~8!. We adopt a
simplest setup in which the gravitational part of the bu
Lagrangian contains only the Einstein term while the grav
on the world volume is given by Eq.~8!:

2Note that the induced 4D cosmological termL̄ is not generated if
the brane world volume theory is supersymmetric. However,
other terms in Eq.~6! will still be induced in a non-conforma
supersymmetric theory.

3This statement will be elucidated in details in Sec. V.
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M21NE d41NXAuGuR(41N)1M̄2E d4xAuḡuR̄. ~9!

Here,M denotes the Planck constant of the bulk theory. F
the simplicity of calculations we will temporarily neglect th
brane tension term, i.e., we putT850. This is not essentia
as long as one is dealing with a theory in dimensions hig
than 5. In this case, there can exist brane solutions withstatic
world volume which have anon-zero tension. Therefore,
non-zeroT can consistently be restored back~see Secs. V
and VI!. However, the caseD55 is special. As is well
known @8–10#, any stationary nonzeropositivetension brane
inflates in 5D. Hence, it is not feasible in 5D to go from th
theory with a zero-tension brane to a viable model where
brane tension has a positive finite value. Moreover, it w
claimed in Ref.@19# that any constant-curvature bulk in 5
cannot control the brane cosmological constant. We will d
cuss these issues in more details in Sec. VI. Before that,
assume that the number of space-time dimensions is gre
than 6~although, as we will show below, some of our resu
will also be applicable for the 6-dimensional case.!.

A. Newtonian gravity on a brane

First we study Newtonian potential between two localiz
masses on a brane. For this we can drop temporarily
tensor structure in the graviton propagator. Effectively, t
is equivalent to the exchange of a massless scalar mod
the world volume theory.4 Thus, we define the prototyp
Lagrangian for this scalar:

M21NE d41NX„]AF~x,y!…21M̄2E d4x~]mF~x,y50!!2.

~10!

Here, the first and the second terms are respectively coun
parts of the bulk Ricci scalarR(41N) and the induced 4D
Ricci scalarR̄ in Eq. ~9!.5

We are looking for the distance dependence of inter
tions in a 4D world volume theory. For this we should fin
the corresponding retarded Green’s function and calcu
the potential. The equation for the Green’s function takes
form

„M21N]A]A1M̄2d (N)~ym!]m]m
…GR~x,ym ;0,0!

52d (4)~x!d (N)~ym!, ~11!

whereGR(x,ym ;0,0)50 for x0,0.

e

4Even for warped backgrounds equations for scalars are simila
those of gravitons@20#.

5Note that the scalar model considered here is just used as a
onstration for more complicated model of gravity. If a scalar fie
theory is considered independently by its own, then on a brane
a finite width one expects additional induced terms containing
rivatives with respect toy. However, these terms are not generat
for scalars on the delta function type brane considered in this w
since all the particles in the matter loops which induce world v
ume terms have exactly zero transverse momenta.
7-3
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GIA DVALI AND GREGORY GABADADZE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 065007
The potential at a distancer along the brane world volume
is determined as follows:

V~r !5E GR~ t,xW ,ym50;0,0,0!dt, ~12!

wherer[Ax1
21x2

21x3
2. To find a solution of Eq.~11! let us

turn to Fourier-transformed quantities with respect to
world volume four-coordinatesxm :

GR~x,ym ;0,0![E d4p

~2p!4 eipxG̃R~p,ym!. ~13!

In Euclidean space equation~11! takes the form

„M21N~p22DN!1M̄2p2d (N)~ym!…G̃R~p,ym!5d (N)~ym!.
~14!

Herep2 denotes the square of an Euclidean four-moment
p25p4

21p1
21p2

21p3
2, and DN stands for the Laplacian o

the N-dimensional transverse space.
We look for the solution of Eq.~14! in the following

form:

G̃R~p,ym!5D~p,ym!B~p!, ~15!

whereD(p,ym) is defined as follows:

~p22DN!D~p,ym!5d (N)~ym!. ~16!

B(p) is some function to be determined.6 Using this decom-
position one finds

G̃R~p,ym!5
D~p,ym!

M21N1M̄2p2D~p,0!
. ~17!

For the caseD.5 the functionD(p,ym)uym50 diverges.7

Therefore, the expression forG̃R(p,ym) has a jump atym
50. In the brane world volume, i.e., forym50, we find

G̃R~p,ym50!u5
1

M̄2p2
, ~18!

which is nothing but the Green’s function for a fou
dimensional theory.

Therefore, we conclude that the static potential betwee
couple of point-like sources on a brane inD.5 scales with
distance between them as a four-dimensional potential:

6There are some subtleties related to the fact that seemingly
has a product of two singular functions in Eqs.~14! and ~15!. To
avoid this, one should work with the regularized expressi

G̃R(p,ym)5 limem→0D(p,ym1em)Be(p). A careful analysis with
this regularization shows that the formal derivation with singu
functions presented below is valid.

7This is another reason why the caseD55 is exceptional; here
D(p,ym)uym50 is finite; see@7# and Appendix B.
06500
e

,

a

V~r ,ym50!5
1

8pM̄2

1

r
. ~19!

In the approximation of a delta-function type brane, whi
we adopt in the present work, this behavior is expected
hold all the way up to infinite distances. However, for a fin
thickness brane, the four-dimensional Newton law might
changed at very large~presumably of the order of the prese
Hubble size! distances, see discussions in Sec. IV.

Outside of the brane, i.e., forynÞ0, there are two, physi-
cally distinct cases to consider. These differ by the value
the four-momentum square:p250, andp2Þ0. We will dis-
cuss them in turn.

~i! Vanishing four-momentum square, p250
In this case the expression~14! reduces to the equation fo

Euclidean Green’s function in the transverse N-dimensio
space. In general, this Green’s function is well known:

G̃R~0,yÞ0!} lim
p2→0

1

M21N S p

uyu D
(N22)/2)

K (N22)/2~puyu!,

~20!

where uyu[Ay1
21y2

21•••1yN
2 and K(puyu) denotes the

McDonald function. Forp250 this function scales as fol
lows:

;
1

uyuN22
, for N.2. ~21!

For theD56 case (N52) this has a logarithmic singularity
at p250:

; ln~puyu!up250→`, for N52. ~22!

Therefore, forp250 there exists a solution in the form of th
N-dimensional Green’s function~20!. This means that the
p250 mode provides interactions between world volum
states and bulk states. This mode should be produced w
non-zero three-momentum along the brane world volume

~ii ! Non-vanishing four-momentum square, p2Þ0
In this case physics is rather different. Outside of a bra

i.e., for ymÞ0, the Green’s function vanishes:

G̃R~p,ymÞ0!up2Þ050. ~23!

In other words, thep2Þ0 mode cannot give rise to any in
teractions of the localized world volume matter with the m
ter which is placed in the bulk. Therefore, the interacti
between a particle localized on a brane and a particle pla
in the bulk is completely determined by thep250 solution
and has the form given in Eq.~21!.

B. Tensor structure of the graviton propagator

We have established in the previous subsection that
4D Newton law is reproduced on the brane. However, thi
not enough. The relativistic theory of gravitation on th
brane should be the Einstein tensor gravity plus poss
higher derivative terms. In the minimal 5D setup studied

ne

:

r
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GRAVITY ON A BRANE IN INFINITE-VOLUME EXTRA SPACE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 065007
Ref. @7# this is not the case: the relativistic model on a bra
world volume is tensor-scalar gravity. The unwanted ad
tional scalar there comes from the extra polarization o
bulk 5D graviton@7#. In this section we will show that in
D.5 the four-dimensional theory on a delta-function ty
brane is consistent 4D tensor gravity.

To show this we need to study the tensor structure of
graviton propagator. Let us introduce the metric fluctuatio

GAB5hAB1hAB . ~24!

We chooseharmonic gaugein the bulk:

]AhAB5
1

2
]BhC

C . ~25!

It can be checked that the choice

hmm50, m54, . . . ,41N, ~26!

is consistent with the equations of motion for the action~9!
which is amended by a point-like source term located o
brane. Thus, the surviving components ofhAB are hmn and
hmn . In this gauge the$mn% components of Einstein’s equa
tions yield

~62D !]A]Ahm
m5~D24!]A]Ahm

m . ~27!

Indices in all these equations are raised and lowered by a
space metric tensor. Finally, we come to the$mn% compo-
nents of the Einstein equation. After some rearrangem
these take the form

M21NS ]A]Ahmn2
1

2
hmn]A]Aha

a2
1

2
hmn]A]Ahn

nD
1M̄2d (N)~ym!S ]a]ahmn2

1

2
hmn]b]bha

a

1
1

2
hmn]b]bhn

n2]m]nhn
nD5Tmn~x!d (N)~ym!.

~28!

Here, the energy-momentum tensor for the localized o
brane source is denoted byTmn(x)d (N)(ym). As before, there
are two groups of terms on the left-hand side~LHS! of the
equation ~placed in separate parenthesis!. The first group
originates from the bulk Ricci scalarR(41N) and the second
one from the induced 4D Ricci scalarR̄.

In order to determine the tensor structure of the gravi
propagator it is convenient to bring this expression to
following form:
06500
e
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„M21N]A]A1M̄2d (N)~ym!]a]a
…hmn

5H Tmn~x!2
1

2
hmnTa

a~x!J d (N)~ym!

2M21N
1

2
hmn]A]Ahn

n1M̄2d (N)~ym!]m]nhn
n .

~29!

The tensor structure of the terms which containTmn on the
RHS of this equation is that of for-dimensional Einstein
gravity:

H Tmn~x!2
1

2
hmnTa

a~x!J . ~30!

However, as we see there are two additional term on
RHS of Eq.~29! @written in the second line of Eq.~29!#. Let
us start with the second term. In the momentum space
term is proportional to the productpmpn . Therefore, its con-
tribution vanishes when it is convoluted with a conserv
energy-momentum tensor. In that respect, it is similar
gauge dependent terms occurring in graviton propagat
This term is harmless. The first term,hmn]A]Ahn

n , however,
cannot be removed by gauge transformations. Dependin
dimensionality of space-time, this term might or might n
give rise to additional contributions to 4D gravity. For in
stance, in accordance with Eq.~27!, in the four-dimensional
case (D54) the expressionhmn]A]Ahn

n vanishes. Therefore
we recover ordinary 4D Einstein’s gravity. However, inD
55, as was shown in@7#, this extra term gives rise to th
additional scalar exchange and, as a result, the 4D theo
tensor-scalar gravity. Our goal is to establish which of the
possibilities is realized in higher dimensions.

As before, let us make the Fourier-transform with resp
to the four world volume coordinates. Equation~29! can be
rewritten in the following form:

@M21N~p22DN!1M̄2d (N)~ym!p2#h̃mn~p,ym!T̃8mn

5H T̃mnT̃8mn2
1

2
T̃a

aT̃b8
bJ d (N)~ym!2

1

2
T̃a8

a~p22DN!h̃m
m .

~31!

Here, the sign tilde denotes the Fourier-transformed qua
ties andT̃8mn is a conserved energy-momentum tensor in
momentum space. As in the previous subsection there
two different types of solutions to this equation. Let us st
with the solution on the brane world volume, i.e., that w
yn50. Using Eqs.~27!, ~31! and the methods we used fo
the scalar case@the decompositions similar to Eq.~15!# we
find that

h̃mn~p,ym!T̃8mnuy505F T̃mnT̃8mn2
1

2
T̃a

aT̃b8
bG 1

M̄2p2
.

~32!
7-5
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GIA DVALI AND GREGORY GABADADZE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 065007
This is a perfectly 4D solution. Therefore, we find that t
distance dependence and the tensor structure of the gra
propagator on a delta-function type brane inD.5 is that of
4D Einstein’s gravity.

Having this result obtained, let us investigate what h
pens outside of the brane, i.e., foruyuÞ0. As with scalars in
the previous subsection, there are two different phys
cases to consider.

~i! Vanishing four-momentum square, p250
After some algebra one finds the following solution:

h̃mn~0,ym!T̃8mnup2505F T̃mnT̃8mn2
1

D22
T̃a

aT̃b8
bGD~0,y!.

~33!

The expression forD(0,y) is given in Eq.~21!. This is just a
N-dimensional solution with a D-dimensional tensor stru
ture. Furthermore, this solution gives rise to interactions~33!
between the matter which is localized on the brane and
matter which is placed in the bulk. This mode should
produced with a nonzero three-momentum directed along
brane world volume.

~ii ! Non-vanishing four-momentum square, p2Þ0
As is expected, this case is similar to that with scala

Here we find

h̃mn~p,yn!T̃8mnuyÞ050. ~34!

Thus, thep2Þ0 mode cannot produce interactions betwe
the brane world volume matter and the bulk matter.

Let us note that in the world volume theory there a
remaining components of the high-dimensional metric,hmn ,
which from the four-dimensional standpoint look as sca
particles with no mass gap. In the full quantum theory th
is no symmetry which protects masses of these states ag
radiative corrections. Therefore, they are expected to acq
on the brane potentials~masses! of order the cutoff of the
world volume model.

Summarizing this section we conclude that the fo
dimensional gravity on the delta-function type brane with
induced 4D Ricci scalar~in D.5 case! is consistent tenso
gravity with correct Newtonian potential and the correct E
stein tensor structure of the graviton propagator.

IV. INFRARED TRANSPARENCY OF EXTRA SPACE

The bulk of this paper is devoted to the study of a de
function type brane. A similar consideration for a ‘‘fat
brane, which turns out to be much more involved and ri
will be given elsewhere@21#. In the present and next sec
tions, however, we will discuss some qualitative featu
which should emerge when ‘‘fat’’ branes are considered.

In higher-dimensional theories one usually expects t
extra space can be probed in very high energy acceler
experiments or, in very short distance gravity measureme
This is certainly true when there is no induced kinetic ter
on the brane. In the scenarios where the extra space is c
pact, or, alternatively, if it is warped as in@2# the invariant
physical volume of the extra space is finite. In the form
case this is true by definition, while in the case of warped
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non-compact spaces this is also true since there is a
trivial warp-factor which makes the invariant volume fini
*2`

1`dyAg,` ~although the proper distance in this case
infinite!. Therefore, at very high energies~or equivalently
short distances! the extra finite-volume space is probed.

The natural question to ask is whether the same phen
enon holds in infinite-volume theories discussed in
present work. We will argue below that physics of th
infinite-volume theories is inverted upside down compared
the finite-volume theories mentioned above. In fact, we w
argue that the extra bulk space might be probed only at
tremely small~close to zero! energies, or equivalently, a
ultra-large~close to the present Hubble size! distances.

To see this let us recall the results of the previous s
tions. There we found that the Green’s function on a bra
behaves precisely as a 4D solution. That is to say, the w
volume laws of gravity are four-dimensional up to infini
distances. We also have found that the solution with z
four-dimensional momentum square,p250, has the depen
dence on the bulk coordinates. On the other hand, any o
solution withp2Þ0 is zero in the bulk. Thus, we say that th
bulk is transparent only for thep250 mode. This phenom-
enon holds as long as the brane is a delta-function t
source.

However, the brane at hand might have certain fin
transverse width. This could be set by the size of the core
the brane if it appears as a smooth soliton in the bulk, or
the effective size of the transverse fluctuations of the bra
In any case, if the brane has a finite width, there could e
the modes with tiny but still nonzerop2 which would be able
to leak into the bulk. In this respect, one could define
certain critical momentum, let us call itpc , below which the
theory could become higher-dimensional. Above this m
mentum the world volume theory behaves as a 4D mo
Higher we go in momenta farther we are fro
(41N)-dimensional theory, and the world volume physi
becomes more- and more four-dimensional. This is precis
opposite to what one obtains in theories with finite-volum
extra dimensions.8

In terms of distances, we define the critical distance

r c[
1

pc
.

Below this distance physics is four-dimensional. Howev
for distances bigger thanr c gravity changes. On phenomeno
logical grounds,r c should at least be of the average size
clusters of galaxies or so. The shorter distances we pr
physics becomes more and more four-dimensional.

Let us try to make these arguments a bit more quant
tive. For this let us look at the plane wave solutions of eq
tions of motion~for simplicity we drop the tensor structure
again!:

8Note that due to the specific nature of theD55 case this phe-
nomenon takes place in 5D models even for a brane which h
zero width~a delta-function type brane! @11–14#.
7-6
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„M21N~p22DN!1M̄2p2d (N)~ym!…eipxf ~y!50. ~35!

There is only one plane-wave solution to this equation w
f (0)Þ0, that is the wave withp250,f (y)5const. The rea-
son for such a behavior is that the term withd (N)(ym) in Eq.
~35! dominates over the first term ifp2Þ0 andD.5. Thus,
the resulting intrinsic 4D nature of the theory forp2Þ0. On
the other hand, forp250 the second term in Eq.~35! can be
made small and physics is determined by the first term wh
naturally gives rise to D-dimensional results.9

Let us now suppose that the brane has a very small
finite width B. In this case, thed (N)(ym) function in Eq.~35!
should be replaced by some smooth spread function. As
fore, there are two competing terms in Eq.~35!, one is
D-dimensional and another one is 4-dimensional. Qual
tively, the effects of these terms in the vicinity of a brane a
weighted respectively by the quantities

M21NS p22
1

B2D and M̄2p2
1

BN . ~36!

At large momenta andN.2 the second term dominate
sinceB is very small. Therefore, the theory is 4-dimension
in that regime. However, as we discussed above, there
critical value of the momentum,pc , at which the two terms
in Eq. ~36! could become comparable. This value can
estimated:

pc
2;

M21NBN22

M21NBN1M̄2
. ~37!

Assuming now that the brane width is of the order of inve
M̄ , B;1/M̄ , and, furthermore, assuming thatM̄@M , we
arrive at the following estimate for the critical momentu
and distance:

r c
25pc

22;
M̄N

M21N
. ~38!

A simple estimate withM.TeV and M̄51019 GeV gives
the following result for theD510 case,r c;1026 cm. For
smaller numbers of dimensions the value ofr c decreases. At
the distances smaller thatr c we will observe the four-
dimensional world. However, at distances bigger thenr c the
laws of gravity would change.10

V. COMMENTS ON THE HIERARCHY PROBLEM

In the brane world scenarios with large compact@1# or
warped extra dimensions with two branes@2# the hierarchy
problem is solved due to the finite size of the extra spa

9This suppression is similar to the one found in Ref.@22#.
10Note that these two regimes should be matched at the dist

scaler c . This is non-trivial task for gravitons, since the number
physical degrees of freedom for them can change. Thus, the m
ing for the case of a ‘‘fat’’ brane needs detailed investigations@21#.
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The natural question is whether the hierarchy problem co
be solved if the extra space has an infinite volume? Let
note that the scaleM can in principle take any value betwee
the 4D Planck scale, 1019 GeV, and the fundamental Planc
scale of the framework@1#, that is a few TeV. In theories
with infinite-volume extra dimensions there is no pheno
enological motivation for any particular value ofM in that
domain. Thus, we keepM as a free parameter. IfM is of
order the 4D Planck scale, then there is no hierarchy betw
M andM̄ to explain. However, one should still elucidate ho
the Higgs boson mass term is stabilized.

On the other hand, if the scaleM is in a TeV region, then
the big hierarchy betweenM and M̄ should somehow be
justified. In fact, there are two issues to be addressed in
respect:

Given the high-dimensional fundamental scaleM, how
can we obtain the scale on the brane,M̄ , which is much
bigger thenM?

How does one stabilize the standard model Higgs bo
mass against quadratically divergent radiative correction

The answer to the first question is based on the fact tha
theories which allow for brane solutions, there is a nonp
turbative mass scale which is inversely proportional to
coupling constant of the theory. If the coupling is very sm
then the nonperturbative scale could be much bigger than
fundamental scale of the model. Then, it is rather natural
the brane energy density~tension! is related to the fundamen
tal scale of the world volume theory as follows:

T}
M4

l
, ~39!

where l is the coupling constant, or some other positi
power of the coupling constant of the fundamental theo
Let us ask the following question: What would be the val
of the induced Planck constant,M̄ , on the world volume of
this brane. In this simplest setup this constant is determi
by the mass of the heaviest world volume particle that co
propagate in the loop which induces the 4D world volum
Ricci scalar~see Appendix A!. Generically, if one studies
quantum fluctuations of the brane in the field theory conte
one finds that there is a heaviest fluctuation of the brane w
the mass determined by theinverse brane width. Suppose
that for simplicity of arguments this scale is related toM as
follows ~in general, the power of the coupling constant in t
expression below can be different, however we would like
discuss a qualitative effect which is independent of this
sumption!:

M̄}~T!1/4}
M

l1/4
. ~40!

Thus, in the weak coupling approximation, whenl→0, we
obtain that

M̄@M . ~41!

ce

h-
7-7
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In order for this hierarchy to be big, the coupling consta
should be really tiny. Such a small coupling could not be
coupling of the world volume field theory which should ha
at least some resemblance to the standard model. In thi
spect, one needs two sectors in the theory, one of th
makes the brane with a huge tension as described above
another sector governs the world volume physics. In fact,
situation might be a bit more trickier. The relation~39! is
exact for D-branes in string theory if one identifiedM with
the string scale andl with the string coupling constant. In
this case, the string coupling constant can be expressed
an exponent of the vacuum expectation value~VEV! of a
dilaton

l5 expS ^f&
M D!1. ~42!

Here we assume a certain mechanism for the dilaton sta
zation which guarantees that the corresponding string the
is in a weak coupling regime. One expects that the fie
theory cutoff of the brane world volume theory to be defin
by M, since above this scale the string theory description
in. This is certainly true, and at scales aboveM the higher
stringy modes should be taken into account. However,
does not eliminate the fact that there exist some states w
have masses that are much bigger that the string scale@23#.
The simplest example would be D0-branes with massm0
5M /l. The heavy states could also come from fluctuatio
of the brane itself. For instance, generically there is a loc
ized massive mode on a solitonic brane the mass of whic
determined by the inverse width of the brane. As we
below the energy scale determined by this mass, the he
state induces an appropriate world volume Ricci scalar
this particular case, one can say that the 4D Ricci scala
induced after integrating out the width of the brane. This w
take place regardless of the fact that other states~presumably
perturbative string states! can be entering the problem at
lower scaleM. Thus, one way or other, the constant in fro
of the induced 4D Ricci term on the brane could in princip
be determined by this nonperturbative scale:

M̄}M expS 2
^f&
4M D@M . ~43!

As long as the dilaton VEV is not a logarithmic function
a scale parameter, this gives rise to anexponentialhierarchy
between the 4D scaleM̄ and the fundamental scaleM. For
instance, the huge hierarchy betweenM; ~a few TeV! and
M̄;1019 GeV could be explained by a dilaton VEV which
only a 1/100 part of the fundamental scaleM. This latter
relatively small hierarchy could in principle be obtained a
result of some world volume coupling constant suppress
of the corresponding terms. Note that as we discussed ab
the coupling in the world volume theory should not be d
termined by the string coupling constant since this latte
extremely small. Thus, one needs again two sector in
fundamental theory: One sector would create a brane wi
big tension and another one should be responsible for in
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actions in the brane world volume theory. Something sim
to the ‘‘little string theory’’ could do the job of the secon
sector@24#.

Yet another possibility is to have a huge number of p
ticles running in the loops which generate the 4D Ricci s
lar on the brane world volume.11 In this case,M̄ can be much
bigger thanM due to the multiplicity of states which induc
R̄. This might be possible to realize in the constructio
where the number of massive states increases polynom
or better yet exponentially.

Let us now turn to the issue of stabilization of the Hig
boson mass term. If there were SUSY on the brane,
would be the standard supersymmetric stabilization scena

If we deal with a non-BPS brane, then there is no sup
symmetry on the world volume, and the Higgs boson mas
driven by quadratically divergent diagrams toward the cut
of the world volume theory. If the cutoff of the low-energ
field theory on a brane isM; ~a few TeV!, then this would
do the job of cutting the divergent diagrams and the Hig
boson mass would not need additional stabilization. On
other hand, if the cutoff is huge, then to avoid phenome
logical difficulties, the Higgs boson field should be thoug
of as a composite field. The compositeness scale can
somewhere in a few TeV region. In particular, this compos
Higgs could be coming from the properties of the bulk.

Summarizing these discussions we emphasize that t
are possibilities for solving the hierarchy problem using t
very generic feature of the brane physics: In the presenc
~D!branes there emerges a nonperturbative scale in
theory which can be much bigger then the fundamental s
of a given model. The detailed study of this issue should
performed within the framework of concrete examples
branes and world volume field theories. This task is beyo
the scope of the present work.

VI. ON THE COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT PROBLEM

The unnatural small value of the cosmological constan
a problem shared by any theory of gravity which at lo
energies flows toD54 non-supersymmetric theory. Such
any high-dimensional model with broken supersymme
andfinite volumeextra space.

Apart from a tree-level fine-tuning there is an importa
issue of stability against quantum corrections. The effect
4D cosmological constantL is power-law sensitive to the
cutoff of the theory since it gets renormalized by~at least
quadratically! divergent loops.

In a minimalistic scenario in which the low-energy theo
is standard model~SM! plus Einstein’s gravity~GR!, one
may conventionally split the loop contributions~denote it by
DL) to the 4D cosmological constant in the following tw
parts:

DL5DLSM1DLGR, ~44!

11This possibility was independently mentioned to us by D. F
saev.
7-8
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GRAVITY ON A BRANE IN INFINITE-VOLUME EXTRA SPACE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 065007
where DLSM parametrizes the pure SM contributio
whereasDLGR includes graviton loops. Such a split may b
useful in theories with large extra dimensions in which t
SM particles are localized on a brane and gravity propag
in the bulk. In this caseDLSM can be understood as th
renormalization of the brane tension by the SM loops.
such a setupL, in general, gets contributions from both th
brane tensionT and the bulk cosmological constantLBulk , so
that we can write

L5F~T,LBulk!, ~45!

whereF is some model-dependent function. In particular,
the approximation of flatN compact extra dimensions on
finds @1#

L5T1LBulkVExtra, ~46!

whereVExtra is the volume of extra space. For non-flat spac
the form of F may be more complicated. However, the n
result is that in theories with finiteVExtra, the brane tensionT
and LBulk must conspire with an extraordinary accuracy
order to giveL.0. One may try to makeF insensitive to a
brane tension by introducing extra bulk degrees of freed
~perhaps coupled conformally to the brane fields! @25–27#.
However, even if this is the case,DLGR remains a big prob-
lem. One may expect naively that graviton loops are at le
1/MPl

2 -suppressed, due to bulk SUSY. However, this is
true as it can be seen from the following simple argume
The lowest scale at which we have to break supersymm
on a brane in the conventional approach is; TeV. The
Fermi-Bose mass splitting induced in the bulk by KK mod
is then

Dm2;
~TeV!4

VExtraM
21N

. ~47!

Summing up one-loop contributions from all KK stat
lighter thanM and using the relation~47! we get

DLGR;~TeV!4. ~48!

We cannot simply ignore this contribution, or attribute it
our pure knowledge of quantum gravity, since it appears
scale lower thanM where graviton loop contributions can b
evaluated in effective field theory. Quantum gravity theo
sets in only above the scaleM. While a miraculous cancel
lation in Eq. ~48! a priory cannot be excluded, it would
imply some form ofnon-decouplingof a very high energy
physics for low energy observables. This possibility will
disregarded in the present discussion. To summarize, th
nite volume theories face at least a potential problem of
diative instability of the bulk cosmological constant.

Infinite volume theories, on the other hand, provide
loop-hole from the above argument due to the fact tha
these theories Eq.~47! is violated

M̄2

M21N
ÞVExtra5`. ~49!
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As a result, even if supersymmetry is broken on a brane
could still be preserved in the bulk. At all energy scales
theory remains to be a (41N)-dimensional supersymmetri
model ~at least forD.6). The reason for this is that a lo
calized brane inD.6 gives an asymptotically flat metric in
transverse directions. On such a space there are infin
many Killing spinors ~any constant spinor is a Killing
spinors!. This fact plays a crucial role in exact cancellatio
of quantum gravity loops in renormalization of the bulk co
mological constant.

Given the fact that we have the~super!symmetry reason
for vanishing of the bulk cosmological constant, it is time
ask what is the role of the brane tension for an observableL.
We shall argue now that due to an infinite volumeL could
vanish for arbitraryT, providedD.6 (D56 case is also
possible, but is somewhat subtle due to the conical struc
in the transverse space!.

Suppose there exists a 3-brane solution to
D-dimensional Einstein equation:

M21NS RAB2
1

2
gABRD5TAB

Brane1TAB
Other fields, ~50!

where TAB
Brane is the brane energy-momentum tensor a

TAB
Other fields stands for the energy-momentum tensor of oth

bulk and/or brane fields.
As long asD>6 this equation can have a static solutio

for a nonzero tension brane. That is to say, the fo
dimensional world volume of the solution is flat. The lin
element for these solutions takes the form:

ds25A~ uyu!ḡmn~x!dxmdxn1B~ uyu!dmndymdyn, ~51!

whereA andB are the warp-factors which go to constants
infinity. The statement that the solution has a flat fou
dimensional world volume means that

ḡmn
solution5hmn , R̄usolution50. ~52!

Before proceeding further let us summarize the main ing
dients of the framework:

~I! The bulk cosmological constant should vanish due
the bulk supersymmetry andR symmetry@when the model is
embedded in supergravity~SUGRA! framework#;

~II ! The brane world volume metric is flat, because inD
>6 spaces there are flat brane solutions for anarbitrary
tensionT;

~III ! The induced curvature termR̄ on a brane world vol-
ume guarantees that gravity is four-dimensional on a bra

To fulfill ~III ! we have to introduce the four-dimension
Ricci termR̄ on the world volume in Eq.~50!. The question
is whether the 3-brane solution discussed above still pers
after the induced terms~6! are taken into account. We wil
argue that the answer is positive in the case at hand. Ind
with the induced terms included as in Eq.~6! the Einstein
equation of motion takes the form
7-9
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GIA DVALI AND GREGORY GABADADZE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 065007
M21NS RAB2
1

2
gABRD1M̄2d (N)~ym!A~0!

3H 2
1

2
L̄ḡmn1S R̄mn2

1

2
ḡmnR̄D J dA

mdB
n

5TAB
Brane1TAB

Other fields. ~53!

Let us assume thatA(0) is a nonzero finite quantity,A(0)
,`. Since on the solution with a flat world volumeR̄50,
then the induced terms in Eq.~53! ~all except the cosmologi
cal constant! vanish on the solution. The induced cosmolo
cal constant, on the other hand, can be re-absorbed into
brane tension on the RHS of Eq.~53!. This rescaling of the
tension changes parameters of the solution but not the f
of the solution itself~similar to the change in the Schwarz
child solution caused by the rescaling of the mass of
spherically symmetric body!. Therefore, we conclude that@if
A(0),`] Eq. ~53! also has a static solution which differ
from the solution of Eq.~52! by the redefinition of the brane
tension:

T→T2M̄2L̄A~0!. ~54!

Thus, we can obtain a model on a brane which is embed
in an infinite-volume extra space. This brane has zero
cosmological constant and the correct 4D relativistic wo
volume gravity.

This, however, is not the solution to the cosmologic
problem yet. To really solve the problem, one should at le
address the following three vital issues:

Why the solution with the flat brane world volume
unique? In general there might be a number of other s
tions with an inflating world volume. As was suggested
@14,15#, it could be bulk SUSY which might pick a singl
solution with a flat world volume.

Why is the flat solution stable against phase transitions
a brane world volume, let us say against the QCD or e
troweak phase transitions?

Does the matter localized on a non-zero tension bran
the infinite-volume extra space gives rise to conventional~at
least at some distances! Freedman-Robertson-Walker co
mology?

A 5D model was found in Ref.@28# in which bulk super-
symmetry does control the world volume cosmological co
stant on a brane. On the other hand, the model is very
strictive so that the world volume theory turns out to
conformal@29#.

Whether these issues can be answered positively in
presentD.5 framework~along with the issue of the exis
tence of different solutions! is the subject of an ongoing in
vestigation and will be reported elsewhere.

VII. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of the present work was to explore
possibility of generating a relativistic 4D theory of gravit
tion on a singular brane which is embedded in a flat infin
volume extra space. Four-dimensional gravity is obtained
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a brane world volume due to the induced 4D Ricci scalar@7#.
We showed that if the number of extra dimensions is two
bigger, then the induced gravity on adelta-function type
brane is a four-dimensional relativistic tensor theory. In p
ticular, the tensor structure of the graviton propagator in t
case is equivalent to that of Einstein’s gravity.

In the present framework the extra space exhibits the p
nomenon of infrared transparency. That is to say, the b
can only be probed by the signals with zero 4D moment
square.

This approach offers new opportunities to study the c
mological constant problem. In particular, the bulk cosm
logical constant in this framework can be controlled by t
bulk symmetries, while the brane cosmological constant
be re-absorbed into the brane tension. The generalization
the case of a ‘‘fat’’ brane and the question whether t
framework could lead to a unique brane solution with a fl
4D world volume will be discussed elsewhere.
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APPENDIX A

In this Appendix we summarize the mechanism by wh
expression~6! can emerge on a brane world volume@7#. It is
instructive to consider two different possibilities. If the bra
is ‘‘rigid’’ then quantum fluctuations of the matter field
which are localized on the brane can induce the term~6! via
loop diagrams. On the other hand, if the brane is allowed
fluctuate then generically there is at least one massive sta
the spectrum of fluctuations of this brane. This state co
for instance correspond to the breathing mode of the tra
verse size of the brane. From the point of view of a wo
volume observer this state looks as a massive mode of
world volume theory. Therefore, this mode can also run
loops and produce the terms~6!. Below, we present our dis
cussion in terms of the states of the localized matter on
brane. However, we keep in mind that the very same con
eration applies to the massive fluctuations of the brane its
Having this said, we write the matter energy-momentum t
sor as follows:

TAB5S Tmn~x!d (N)~ym! 0

0 0D . ~A1!

As a result, the interaction Lagrangian of localized mat
with D-dimensional metric fluctuations hAB(x,y)
[GAB(x,y)2hAB , reduces to the following expression
7-10
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Lint5E dNyhmn~x,ym!Tmn~x!d (N)~ym!5hmn~x,0!Tmn~x!,

~A2!

where the 4D induced metricḡmn(x)5hmn1hmn was de-
fined earlier in Eq.~4!. Due to this interaction, a 4D kineti
term can be generated forḡmn(x) in the full quantum theory.
For instance, the diagram of Fig. 1 with massive scalars@30#,
or fermions @31,32# running in the loop would induce th
following 4D term in the low-energy action:

E d4xdNyd (N)~ym!AuguR̄. ~A3!

The corresponding induced gravitational constant will be
termined by a correlation function of the world-volume ma
ter theory. The magnitude of this constant, as we have
cussed in the text, depends on a world volume theory at h
and is vanishing in conformally invariant models, or nonze
if conformal invariance is broken~for detailed discussions
see@31–33#!. We assume that the world volume theory is n
conformal and the second term in Eq.~9! is generated.

As we discussed, in general one induces on a brane
whole series in powers of the four-dimensional Ricci sca
R̄. The very first term in this series is the induced 4D co
mological constant,L̄5^0uTm

mu0&. The higher-derivative
terms can also be generated. We have to deal with th
contributions separately. Let us start with the induced fo
dimensional cosmological constant. As we discussed in S
VI, this just renormalizes the brane tension inD.5, and
does not change the world volume physics when the st
brane solution exists.

Let us turn to the higher derivative terms. These are s
pressed by higher powers ofM̄ , thus their effects on 4D
world volume gravity should be small. The only subtle
with these terms is that in certain cases they can give ris
ghosts in 4D theory. However, these ghosts are absent i
corresponding high-derivative terms come in certain com
nations. For instance, it is known that in the second orde
R̄ the ghosts are absent if theR̄2 terms come in the Gauss
Bonnet combination@34#. We will be assuming that the bul
and world volume theories are consistent models with

FIG. 1. The one-loop diagram which generates the 4D R

scalarR̄. Wave lines denote gravitons; solid lines denote mass
scalars or fermions. Vertical short lines on scalar or fermion pro
gators indicate that they are massive.
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propagating ghosts or other unconventional states. There
the resulting expression for induced Lagrangian on the br
is expected to be ghost free in such theories.12

APPENDIX B

In this appendix we recall the properties of the 5D theo
We follow the discussions in@7#. At the end of the appendix
we discuss some novel features.

The crucial difference from the theories in higher c
dimensions is that the Green’s function in the transve
space in 5D is finite at the origin. In the notations of E
~16!:

D~p,y!5
1

2p
exp$2puyu%. ~B1!

As a result, the expression for the retarded Green’s func
~17! takes the form@7#

G̃R~p,y!5
1

2M3p1M̄2p2
exp$2puyu%. ~B2!

This gives rise to the potential which has 4D behavior
observable distances, but 5D behavior at ultra-large sc
@7#. In this model, as we mentioned above, very low ene
gravitons can leak into the bulk space even when the br
width is zero@12–14#.

Let us now study the tensor structure of the gravit
propagator@7#. The (mn) components of the Einstein equa
tion take the form

„M3]A]A1M̄2d~y!]m]m
…hmn~x,y!

5H Tmn2
1

3
hmnTa

aJ d~y!1M̄2d~y!]m]nh5
5 .

~B3!

This has a structure of a massive 4D graviton or, equi
lently that of a massless 5D graviton. In this respect, it
instructive to rewrite this expression in the following form

„M3]A]A1M̄2d~y!]m]m
…hmn~x,y!

5H Tmn2
1

2
hmnTa

aJ d~y!2
1

2
M3hmn]A]Aha

a

1M̄2d~y!]m]nh5
5 . ~B4!

Here the tensor structure on the RHS is that of a 4D mass
graviton. However, there is an additional contribution due
the trace parthm

m which is nonzero. Therefore, one is left wit
the theory of gravity which from the 4D point of view i

12It might also happen that the bulk theory is ghost free, howe
ghosts emerge as artifacts of the truncation of the perturbative s

in R̄. In this case the perturbative approach with consistent subt
tion schemes in each order of perturbation theory should be de
oped.

i

e
-
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mediated by a graviton plus a scalar. As before, turning
the Fourier images in the Euclidean space we find

h̃mn~p,y50!T̃mn~p!5
T̃mnT̃mn2 1

3 T̃m
mT̃n

n

M̄2p212M3p
. ~B5!

Here the tilde sign denotes the Fourier-transformed qua
ties. Thus, the tensor structure of the graviton propagato
4D world volume theory looks as follows:

1

2
hmahnb1

1

2
hmbhna2

1

3
hmnhab1O~p!. ~B6!

At short distances the potential scales as 1/r with the loga-
rithmic corrections found in@7#. On the other hand, at larg
distances the 1/r 2 behavior is recovered. The tensor structu
of the propagator is that of 4D tensor-scalar gravity.

The presence of the extra polarization degrees of freed
is not acceptable from the phenomenological point of vie
@35,36#. The light bending by the Sun and the precession
the Mercury perihelion in this theory are incompatible w
the existing data. The reason for this is that gravity in th
models is mediated not only by two transverse polarizati
of a 4D graviton, but also, by an additional polarization o
5D-dimensional graviton. Thus, there is the excess of att
tion in the theory. This extra attraction should be someh
removed in order to render the model compatible with
data.

A way to avoid the problem with the extra degrees
freedom in the world volume theory is to assume that
bulk gravity is in fact described by a topological theo
B

s

of

n

v

06500
o

ti-
in

m

f

e
s

c-
w
e

f
e

which has no propagating degrees of freedom. As an
ample one could write in 5D the Chern-Simons term@37#.
The terms in Eq.~6! will still be induced in the world volume
theory as long as the brane is introduced~this is true for any
number of dimensions!. Therefore, the only propagating de
grees of freedom will be those of 4D gravity on a bra
world volume. These latter appear due to Eq.~6!. In terms of
equations this could be seen as follows: in a model with
bulk Chern-Simons term the first term in Eq.~28! is absent
@37#. Thus, the tensor structure of the graviton propagato
determined by the second term in Eq.~28!. Hence, the result-
ing tensor structure is that of four-dimensional gravity:

1

2
hmahnb1

1

2
hmbhna2

1

2
hmnhab. ~B7!

Let us note that higher dimensional topological gravity cou
in particular be obtained from certain compactifications
string theory@38#.13 The net result of this approach is that th
world volume gravity on a brane is four-dimensional to
distances. That is to say, there is no crossover to the h
dimensional gravitational law at large distances. The the
in this case is intrinsically four-dimensional, that is to say
localized matter can escape from the brane to the bulk.

Finally one could incorporate scalars into the consid
ation in co-dimension-one theories@39,28,29#.

13We thank Zurab Kakushadze for stimulating discussions
these issues.
-
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